
 

Software Firstcom Fc-01gl

The module is configured via Xilinx software. Xilinx System Generator can be used to create
the design on a PC and upload the IP to the FPGA. Xilinx Frame Work Logic can be used to
create the system level IP for the module. The PC software can also be used to create the

target files on the XMC-700. I was able to use both of these tools and get up and running in a
day or two. We own the Fc-01GL and love it. We took the original cord that came with it and
changed it to usb cable as well as it is easier and more reliable. Love that the radio is built in
to the handle so there is no need for a dongle for charging. We just need the power cord. The
radio is easy to program using the included software which worked perfectly and was easy to

use. Product arrived quickly and in perfect condition. Wouxun, software in the box, signal
processing feature, great user interface, but needs to be hard wired to USB. Newer iterations

of Windows may not recognize the system as a USB device and Wouxon needs to address that
issue. I have had this radio since it was a working radio. The demod is very strong (when not

filtered) and I have been unable to locate any issues at all. I have experienced one power
transister failure in a year and a half but it worked at my home at the time (at home didn't
know how much of a fix it was). Great value for the price, since it is literally open source

software. Where to begin: The programming software is garbage, not intuitive, you have to
'learn by doing', so it takes a lot of 'learning' before it makes sense. The configuration is a

nightmare if you want to customize it. Worst of all the transmitter volume is waaay too low,
made worse by the fact that when you go to adjust it, the thing you are adjusting has a

speaker and so you can hear the adjustment in real time, yet the 'prefer' is barely perceptible.
As a result, it is almost impossible to'set' the repeater properly (you have to 'test' to see if it

works at the desired repeater frequency, then hope you're close enough to the desired
frequency, but never know for sure until you have tried it and the actual call repeats and you
have no idea if there was any drop in audio). This is a real problem in my use for this radio,
since I use this for my repeater and I have frequent calls to the 'home' repeater, so I need a
good repeater 'turn on' tone which I cannot produce with this radio. Too bad it has to be so

'garbage' to get the job done in this application. If this cost less than $50, I would recommend
against it, unless the buyer is okay with 'testing' a speaker and 'tuning' until the thing works or

it is paid for. There is also NO integration of features, support for multiple radio bands,
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separate LF, HF, or multi mode repeaters. If I want to listen to 4-10m I have to get a new radio,
install the software, and run separate repeaters. I really wanted to like this radio, but the

programming software is definitely 'garbage'. And I know it is because it is 'open source' and
not compiled by people with experience using it.
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Software Firstcom Fc-01gl

our goal is to become the premier pan-european
provider of software and data technology solutions.

with our ability to address every aspect of information
management, we provide a broad range of software
engineering, program management and application

development services. we excel at helping our clients
meet their business goals and requirements. our

services include: cloud/on-premise (software, network,
it, data) server & operating systems infrastructure
(networking, data centers) program management
business process management data center on-site
implementation implementation and maintenance
business continuity and disaster recovery firstcom

europe has recently been acquired by scottrade, the
leading online broker, and cna financial group is the
former parent company of firstcom europe. as of this

writing, firstcom europe is expecting to close on a
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majority of the acquisitions and as a result, the
firstcom europe group will be acquired by its largest
shareholder. firstcom europe will become a wholly-

owned subsidiary of scottrade and the firstcom europe
group will focus on the creation of a global delivery

center of excellence for cloud-based and on-premise
solutions. firstcom europe will continue to operate as a
stand-alone division of firstcom group. firstcom europe

is a division of firstcom group, which has been
providing innovative data, technology and business
solutions for over 35 years. firstcom group is one of
the leading innovators in the business management

software category, providing comprehensive solutions
for the management of business operations, processes
and people. firstcom group is headquartered in france

and has operations in the united states, canada,
germany, france, benelux, the united kingdom, italy,
spain, the czech republic, slovakia, turkey, finland,
india, south africa, australia and the philippines.
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